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Abstract
Observational studies are based on accurate assessment of hu-
man state. A behavior recognition system that models interlocu-
tors’ state in real-time can significantly aid the mental health
domain. However, behavior recognition from speech remains
a challenging task since it is difficult to find generalizable and
representative features because of noisy and high-dimensional
data, especially when data is limited and annotated coarsely
and subjectively. Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have shown
promise in a wide range of machine learning tasks, but for
Behavioral Signal Processing (BSP) tasks their application has
been constrained due to limited quantity of data.
We propose a Sparsely-Connected and Disjointly-Trained
DNN (SD-DNN) framework to deal with limited data. First,
we break the acoustic feature set into subsets and train multi-
ple distinct classifiers. Then, the hidden layers of these classi-
fiers become parts of a deeper network that integrates all feature
streams. The overall system allows for full connectivity while
limiting the number of parameters trained at any time and al-
lows convergence possible with even limited data. We present
results on multiple behavior codes in the couples’ therapy do-
main and demonstrate the benefits in behavior classification ac-
curacy. We also show the viability of this system towards live
behavior annotations.
Index Terms: Behavioral Signal Processing, Deep Neural Net-
works, Behavioral Classification, Data Sparsity
1. Introduction
Observational practice, such as in the field of psychology, relies
heavily on analysis of human behaviors based on observable in-
teraction cues. In Couples’ Therapy, one fundamental task is to
observe, evaluate and identify domain-specific behaviors during
couples interactions. Based on behavioral analyses, psycholo-
gists can provide effective and specific treatment.
Rating behaviors by human annotators is a costly and time
consuming process. Great advances have been made during last
decade on assessing human state through technical way. For ex-
ample, speech emotion recognition works [1–3] have shown ef-
fectiveness of extracting emotional content from human speech
signals. In addition, Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have been
employed for many related speech tasks [4–6]. Han et al. [7]
and Le et al. [8] both utilized DNN to extract high level repre-
sentative features to improve emotion classification accuracy.
Human emotions can change quickly and frequently in a
short time period, thus emotion recognition mainly focuses on
very short speech segments (e.g., less than 2s). Affect recog-
nition models basic emotions and is not domain-specific. For
mental health applications, though, experts are more interested
in very specific and complex behaviors exhibited over longer
time scales. Over the last few years Behavioral Signal Pro-
cessing (BSP) [9, 10] has examined the analysis of such com-
plex, domain specific behaviors. Based on machine learning
techniques, BSP employed lexical [11], acoustic [12], and vi-
sual [13, 14] information to analyze and model multimodal hu-
man behaviors. For instance, in couples’ therapy domain, Black
et al. [12] built an automatic human behavioral coding system
for couples interaction by using acoustic features. In [15, 16]
the authors employed a top layer HMM to take dynamic behav-
ior state transitions into consideration and thus achieved higher
accuracy on session-level behavioral classification.
Despite these efforts, behavior estimation is still a com-
plex task. Session level models combine information at dif-
ferent timescales to estimate a session level rating. In doing
so, they ignore non-linear information integration models which
are often employed by human raters, such as recency and pri-
macy models. Further, and one of the biggest challenges, is that
representative samples of behavior are extremely limited due to
privacy constraints, cost of annotation, subjective ground truth,
and coarse annotations (both attributed to cost and human con-
textualization of short-term information).
Deep Neural Networks have shown promise in a wide range
of machine learning tasks, especially for their ability to ex-
tract high level descriptions from raw data. However, in BSP,
due to the limited quantity of data, DNN deployment is dif-
ficult. Because of limited data, high-dimensionality acoustic
features, high signal variability, and the complication that the
same acoustic signal encodes a range of additional information,
training DNN systems on such data fails to converge to optimal
operating conditions.
To address this problem, we propose a Sparsely-Connected
and Disjointly-Trained Deep Neural Networks (SD-DNN) and
demonstrate its use for behavioral recognition in Couples’ Ther-
apy.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes audio pre-processing steps and feature extraction meth-
ods employed in our work. Section 3 provides a brief descrip-
tion of the database used in experiments. Section 4 describes
the proposed SD-DNN behavior learning system in detail, after
which we design multiple experiments and discuss our results in
Section 5 and 6. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section
7.
2. Preprocessing and feature extraction
2.1. Audio preprocessing
In any acoustic behavior classification task, we first need to
identify contiguous regions of speech by the interlocutors. This
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requires a range of pre-processing steps: Voice Activity Detec-
tion (VAD) to identify spoken regions, Speaker Diarization to
identify same-speaker regions. Following this, we perform the
feature extraction from speech regions. In our work we employ
the preprocessing steps described in [12]. In short: We employ
all available interactions with a SNR above 5dB, and perform
VAD and Diarization. Then we ignore speech segments that are
shorter than 1.5 seconds. Speech segments from each session
for the same speaker are then used to analyze behaviors.
2.2. Acoustic feature extraction
We extract acoustic features characterizing speech prosody
(pitch and intensity), spectral envelope characteristics (MFCCs,
MFBs), and voice quality (jitter and shimmer). All these Low-
Level-Descriptors (LLDs) are extracted every 10 ms with a 25
ms Hamming window through openSMILE [17] and PRAAT
[18]. We perform session level feature normalization for each
of the speakers as in [12] to reduce the impact of recording con-
ditions and physical characteristics of different speakers.
Unlike [12] we are interested in building a fine-resolution
behavioral estimation, rather than session-level classification-
only system, and as such we employ features with a sliding
frame1. Within each frame, we calculate a number of function-
als: Min (1st percentile), Max (99th percentile), Range (99th
percentile – 1st percentile), Mean, Median, and Standard Devi-
ation.
3. Couples’ Therapy Corpus
The database used in this paper is provided by UCLA/UW Cou-
ple Therapy Research Project [19], in which 134 couples par-
ticipated in video-taped problem-solving interactions. During
each discussion, a relationship-related topic (e.g.“why can’t you
leave my stuff alone?”) was selected. Each participant’s behav-
iors was rated separately by human annotators for a set of 33
behavioral codes (e.g. “Blame”, “Acceptance” etc.) based on
the Couples Interaction Rating System (CIRS) [20] and the So-
cial Support Interaction Rating System (SSIRS) [21]. Every
human annotator provided a subjective rating scale from 1 to 9,
where 1 refers absence of the behavior and 9 indicates a strong
presence. For more information about this dataset, please refer
to [12, 19].
4. Methodology
Human experts integrate a range of cues over a wide time in-
terval and significant context to arrive at session-level behavior
descriptors. For example, a therapist can observe a couple in-
teracting for an hour and derive an assessment that one of the
partners is negative while the other shows acceptance. This,
unfortunately, means that we are often left without an instanta-
neous ground-truth. More often than not, this results in either
building session level systems by employing all available data
e.g., [12], averaging of local decisions towards session level rat-
ings [11], or creating models of interaction as in [15, 16].
In this work, we will build a system that is able to esti-
mate behaviors over short time frames towards implementing a
live behavioral estimation framework. We propose a Sparsely-
Connected and Disjointly-Trained Deep Neural Network (SD-
DNN), that aims to tackle the data sparsity issues in behavioral
1Note: arguably this could be converted into an online system if the
normalization was done with a slower-varying sliding window, akin to
the CMV normalization of ASR systems.
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Figure 1: During training, local reference is assumed to be
equal to global as denoted by the green row of ρ. During test-
ing the mean rating is assigned as the estimated session-level
rating ρ′.
analysis.
Due to the lack of ground truth at short time intervals, we
will employ session level ratings for training and evaluation.
For training, we will assume that every frame in a session shares
the same rating as the session level gestalt rating as shown on
Fig. 1. For evaluation, we will use the average of the macro-
coding to estimate session level coding. Finally, we will demon-
strate how the system is able to track behavioral trajectories.
4.1. DNN training
Employing the usual way of training a DNN system requires
significant amounts of data. In our analysis, and with a feature
size of 168, this approach always lead to failure during training:
DNN training immediately identifies a local minimum even for
small neural networks; while the objective function decreases
on the training set, it does not on the development set. Be-
havioral recognition results during testing are mostly unchang-
ing, and hence uninformative in providing behavioral trajecto-
ries. Likely the system converges to different minima relating to
other dimensions, such as for instance speaker characteristics.
To minimize overfitting we can add a dropout layer [22] at
the input. This feature reduction avoids overfitting to a certain
degree, however we still do not obtain the gains we expected
from employing a DNN framework.
4.2. Reduced feature dimensionality DNN
One way to avoid overfitting issues is to use a reduced dimen-
sionality input feature set. We can do that through selecting
a subset of features and training DNN on those, which means
we use these sub-feature-sets to train multiple behavior recogni-
tion systems. For each of these systems, the feature dimension
is reduced by a significant factor compared to the full feature
set, thus number of parameters in the resulting DNN is also de-
creased. Using same amount of training data, we can obtain
a robustly trained DNN. The process of this stage is shown in
Figure 2.
As we expect, this does not perform above baseline sys-
tems either since we do not employ all informative features in
to consideration. Subsequent output fusion is also challenging
and does not improve performance.
4.3. Sparsely-Connected and Disjointly-Trained DNN
To gain both the advantages of small feature sets, which con-
verge to avoid overfitting issues, and to still exploit the re-
dundancy among feature streams, we propose the Sparsely-
Connected and Disjointly-Trained DNN (SD-DNN) training
framework. In this framework, depicted in Fig. 3, we select
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Figure 2: Basic behavior recognition system based on sub fea-
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Figure 3: Sparsely-Connected and Disjointly-Trained DNN
a sparse feature set, train (as in the Reduced feature dimension-
ality DNN’s) individual DNN systems. Then we fix the param-
eters of these DNN systems, remove the output layer, connect
the top hidden layers together, and add new hidden layers as
fusion layers. This framework allows for both Sparse Connec-
tivity at the bottom layers (not all features are connected to all
hidden layers above) and Disjointly Training the various layers
of the DNN thus reducing the degrees of freedom and achieving
convergence.
4.4. Joint Optimization of Sparsely-Connected DNN
The system presented in the previous section and shown in
Fig. 3 disjointly optimizes the sparse lower layers and top fu-
sion layers. Without increasing the parameter dimensionality of
the SD-DNN, we can initialize training from the disjoint opti-
mization point and jointly optimize the system. We will denote
this Sparse, Jointly optimized system by SJ-DNN.
4.5. Local – Session mappings
As mentioned earlier, we have only session-level ratings for the
couple therapy corpus. This is not unusual in mental health
applications given the cost and subjectivity of annotations.
Due to subjectivity and inter-annotator agreement issues we
use a binarized subset of the dataset that lies at the top and bot-
tom 20% of the dataset as in [12] for our training. We assign
score 1 for high presence and 0 for low presence of one cer-
tain behavior. Frame-level training samples are given the same
reference as the session level reference as shown on Fig 1.
At test time, the output of the DNN system provides a score
of the presence of behavior (as in Fig. 4), but doesn’t provide
a global rating. While a range of methods exist for fusing de-
cisions (e.g., [15, 16, 23]), in this work we will use the simplest
one: Average posteriors. We can treat the output of DNN, qki
as a proxy to the posterior probability of the behavior given the
frame i for session k, and Lk is the number of frames in session
k. We then average qki to derive the session level confidence
score Qk. Mathematically:
Qk = exp(
1
Lk
∑
i
log qki ) (1)
For comparison with the reference session level label, we
threshold and binarize Qk. The threshold, Tk, is selected by
optimization to give the minimum classification error rate on
the training data.
5. Experiment Setup
We use leave-one-couple-out cross-validation to separate train-
ing and test data. We can thus ensure a fair evaluation where
same couple is not seen in the test set. For each behavior code
and each gender we use 70 sessions on one extreme of the code
(e.g., high blame) and 70 sessions at the other extreme (e.g.,
low blame)2. This is to achieve higher inter-annotator agree-
ment and provide training data with binary class labels.
Temporal variation in behavior is slower than basic emo-
tions’ and thus a longer frame window size of speech segment is
needed for its analysis. An earlier work [16] compared behavior
classification performance on various frame sizes and showed
that a 20 s frame was sufficient to estimate meaningful behav-
ioral metrics while maintaining high resolution, we thus choose
to use a 20 s window with 1 s shift.
In our experiments we employ 3 of behavioral codes avail-
able to us: Acceptance, Negativity, Blame. We evaluate using
a baseline SVM system and compare with the above proposed
DNN based systems.
In summary: We use 168 features as discussed in sec-
tion 2.2; classify 3 behavioral codes: Acceptance, Negativity,
Blame; train a 1s-slide, 20s-length rating system; accumulate
beliefs towards binary classification evaluation; and qualita-
tively evaluate the behavioral trajectories resulting from the pro-
posed system.
6. Results and Discussion
Baseline SVM: The baseline SVM model was built similar to
the Static Behavioral Model discussed in [16].
Fully Connected DNN: The fully connected DNN system
described in section 4.1 did not converge and always kept the
first epoch values as the final states. To reduce this issue we had
to introduce significant dropout at the input layer. We also had
to keep the overall network very small with only one hidden
layer of 15 units. We used a mini-batch adaptive gradient
optimizer with a mean square error objective function. As
seen from Table 2, the fully connected DNN gains were modest.
Reduced dimensionality DNN: To create smaller DNNs that
may converge easier, we divided features into 5 parts: (a)
knowledge-based split by feature type: pitch, MFCCs, MFBs,
jitter and shimmer, intensity. (b) Randomly. Then for each fea-
ture subset we train a DNN with the same configuration as in
the fully connected DNN, i.e., one hidden layer with 15 units.
With these reduced and shallow neural nets we immediately
observe good training characteristics and convergence. Fur-
ther from the results of Table 1 we can observe that even the
reduced feature size can often outperform the baseline SVM,
which suggests potential gains from employing DNNs for be-
havior recognition. We also note that even the random split can
perform quite well in fusion compared to the baseline. Due
to the randomness in this feature selection, different splits may
even be able to improve, however due to the lack of a develop-
ment set we decided not to perform such an optimization. The
2These do not necessarily correspond to matched partners due to the
selection of the extreme sessions
knowledge-based feature selection has a less uniform classifi-
cation accuracy due to the feature-size imbalance as expected,
but we obtain better performance on SD-DNN fusion described
next, so we use knowledge-based feature split in all following
experiments.
One random feature split instantiation
SVM Subset Subset Subset Subset Subset Fusion SD-DNN
(Baseline) 0 1 2 3 4
68.57 70.36 72.85 72.14 67.50 67.50 70.00 75.00
Knowledge-based feature split
SVM Pitch MFCCs MFBs Intensity Jitter & Fusion SD-DNN
(Baseline) Shimmer
68.57 66.07 71.07 66.78 61.43 61.79 72.14 75.36
Table 1: Classification accuracy (%) for the two different fea-
ture splits: One random instantiation and one knowledge based
SD-DNN: We thus proceed to construct our SD-DNN system
by fixing the parameters of the reduced dimensionality DNN
systems and connecting their hidden layers (15× 5) to another
layer of DNN. In our experiment, we utilize additional two
hidden layers with 30 and 10 units respectively, and use the
same optimizer and objective function as before. As we can
see from the last column of Table1 the performance of the
SD-DNN is significantly better than that of the fusion of the
individual reduced dimensionality DNN’s.
SJ-DNN: To relax the disjoint optimization constraint we also
train jointly reduced feature DNNs at the front layers and the
top fusion DNNs of the above model. The parameter space of
the model is identical to the SD-DNN except all parameters
are initialized on SD-DNN values but jointly trained. Table
2 shows that despite the two models being identical, the
joint optimization of a larger set of parameters reduces the
performance of the SJ-DNN model versus the SD-DNN.
Fully Connected DNN, SD-DNN Initialized (DNNSD-init): Af-
ter achieving a better performing system, we attempt once again
to reduce sparseness, and hence increase the parameter space of
the model, by fully connecting all inputs/hidden layers. We em-
ploy the SD-DNN model as initialization instead of using ran-
dom initialization on DNN. This model is initialized with the
weights of the SD-DNN, or zero if the connection did not exist
before.
All results of experiments are shown in Table 2, in general,
the SD-DNN system has higher accuracy rate than SVM base-
line and plain DNN system. We obtain the greatest improve-
ment for Acceptance behavior from 68.57% to 75.36%, which
shows benefits in employing DNN and reducing connectivity of
DNN because of sparse data.
In summary we can observe that both reduction of the to-
tal number of parameters via sparseness but also reduction of
the trainable parameters at any time via disjoint training can
help in dealing with limited data. Specifically by observing the
fully connected DNN and DNNSD-init results, for most behav-
ioral codes, we can see that any increase in the system’s number
of parameters (reduction of sparseness) results in reduction of
the performance, even if the initialization point is a good one.
We can also see that increasing the number of simultaneously
and jointly trainable parameters, as visible by comparing SD-
and SJ-DNN’s, also damages performance.
Online Behavioral Trajectories: One of the advantages of
moving to an estimation, rather than classification framework, is
that we can now provide domain experts with behavioral trajec-
tories. These are becoming increasingly necessary, especially
in new behavioral analysis paradigms where patients are in-
strumented continuously in-lab, at-home, and in-situ. The re-
sulting datasets are vast, even though training data is limited,
and behavioral trajectories can help identify specific behaviors
over time. One sample behavior dynamic change trajectories is
shown in Fig. 4. From this figure, we can see behavior Nega-
tivity and Blame are highly correlated, and have opposite trend
with Acceptance, which is in agreement with our intuition and
previous research work [12].
Overall, results suggest that a Sparsely-Connected,
Disjointly-Trained DNN framework provides the most promise
in employing DNNs into the limited data BSP domain.
Behavior
Code SVM
Fully
connected
DNN
SD-DNN SJ-DNN DNNSD-init
Acceptance 68.57 71.79 75.36 73.57 71.43
Negativity 73.21 74.64 77.14 75.36 74.29
Blame 73.21 73.93 75.71 74.29 73.93
Table 2: Classification accuracy (%) with all behavioral recog-
nition systems
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Figure 4: Output of SD-DNN for one sample test session with 3
behavior codes
7. Conclusion and Future Work
Compared to other DNN based machine learning tasks, data
sparsity is a critical issue in BSP domain due to its costly and
complicated data generating process. Through Sparsely Con-
nected and Disjoint Training we can train more complex archi-
tecture DNN systems with limited dataset, achieve increased
session-level performance, and importantly obtain continuous
in time and rating annotations of our data.
For future work, we plan to employ mutual or shared infor-
mation between different behavior codes into behavioral analy-
sis, since some behaviors are highly correlated. Also, we will
tune the SD-DNN architecture and parameters. For instance,
different reduced dimensionality DNN learning system can use
different DNN architecture.
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